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QUESTION 1

Error handlers can be defined in different locations with different scopes Which statement is FALSE regarding the
placement of error handlers? 

A. An error handler can be defined globally for a skill using the defaultTransition error transition. 

B. An error handler can be defined as a transition on any dialog flow state in a skill. 

C. The system error handler is called in case of an error when no error handling is defined on the current dialog flow
state or as a default transition. 

D. You can define a system-wide custom error handler on the digital assistant level. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You are building a skill for ordering pizza and you need it to determine when a user enters the pizza 

toppings and pizza size in their request. 

Which Oracle Digital Assistant feature would you use to identify these variable values in a user\\'s 

message? 

A. entities 

B. answer intents 

C. channels 

D. digital assistants 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A user is in the middle of a conversation flow with a digital assistant but then triggers the Exit system intent by saying
"get me out of here". Which statement is true? 

A. Depending on digital assistant routing parameters, the user will be prompted to confirm exiting from the current
conversation. 

B. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is lower than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

C. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is greater than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

D. Because the user didn\\'t explicitly specify the invocation name of the skill when exiting, the user will always be
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prompted to confirm exiting the current conversation. 

E. The conversation will resume at a state in the skill defined by a digital assistant parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three options are true for this dialog flow code? 

A. The code is poorly programmed because the accountType variable will be set twice. 

B. The system.List component always displays a list of options, regardless of the value of accountType. 

C. If System.SetVariable sets accountType to a value, the System.List component does not display a list of options. 

D. Usage of empty transitions is a bad practice because it can lead to unexpected results. 

E. If no accountType value is set in the startBalances state, the Dialog Engine moves to the next state,
askBalancesAccountType, which lists options for different account types. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 5

When you configure an application in Oracle Identity Cloud Service to be consumed by Oracle Digital Assistant for the
system.OAuth2AccountLink component, why do you need to have the RefreshToken grant selected? 

A. TheRefreshToken grant ensures that users will never have to sign in to the skill again after their initial login. 

B. You need a refresh token to force a successful logout of the logged in user. 

C. TheRefreshToken grant ensures that the System.OAuth2Account link component can refresh an expired access
token automatically because the access token has a much shorter lifespan than the refresh token. 

D. The RefreshToken grant ensures that a fresh access token is retrieved even if a user\\'s password in Oracle Identity
Cloud Service has changed, thus ensuring the user uninterrupted access. 

Correct Answer: C 
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